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BRIGITTA HAUSER-SCHÄUBLIN

The diversion of the village gods 
A criminal turn in the biography of Balinese 

copperplate inscriptions

Dedicated to the people of Julah1

Introduction: Heirlooms, theft and the art market

The Balinese copperplate2やinscriptionsやlabelledや】Sembiran‒や〉Gorisやｱｹｵｴ《やallowやaやfas-
cinating glimpse into the life of a community called Julah on the north coast of Bali 
between the tenth and twelfth centuries. What makes these inscriptions, prasas-
ti, even more fascinating is the fact that to this day there is a village there with 
the same name. There are many indications that the ancient Julah is the prede-
cessor of the present one. For an anthropologist interested in historical ques-
tions, these 20 copperplates with inscriptions in Sanskrit, Old Balinese and Old 

1 I am grateful to the klian adat (penyarikan adat, the village official in charge of adat), I Ketut 
Sidemen, and I Wayan Terang. The latter was my main research partner and village head (kepala 
desa) of Julah during some of the years when I regularly visited the village. The major and most 
exciting part of the recent biography of the copperplates has been documented solely by I Wayan 
Terang. He had written for me a detailed account in Bahasa Indonesia of the recovery of these 
invaluable items since I was not in Julah at that time. The story recounted in this article about the 
recovery of the copperplates is a summary of his report. I am the author of all other parts of the 
article and am responsible for any misinterpretations it may contain.
2 In the many texts written about the early inscriptions the plates are described as being made 
of ‘copper’ or ‘bronze’. Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, although the composition of the 
metals used to create these plates is unclear. I could not find any chemical analyses of the plates, 
nor could I find any account of whether the hundreds of plates found so far differ in composi-
tion. For reasons of simplicity, I use the term ‘copperplates’ since this term was established by 
BrandesやinやｱｸｹｰやforやtheやSembiranやinscriptions╆
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Javaneseｳ are objects of knowledge, a key to the past of a coastal community 
and to Bali in general that would otherwise have remained in impenetrable 
darkness. During the studies I carried out in Julah and neighbouring Sembiran 
betweenやｱｹｹｷやandやｲｰｰｵ╇やIやinvestigatedやtracesやofやcontinuityやandやchangeやthatやlinkや
today’s villages to the past as described in the prasasti which are still kept in 
Julah and Sembiran.4 Today, these copperplate inscriptions are venerated as 
sacred heirlooms. They are referred to as pratima (sacred material representa-
tions of gods) and addressed as Ida Bhatara (deified ancestors or gods) who 
have a distinct agency. They are taken out of their hiding places and ritually 
cleansed by senior members of the kerama desa (kubayan in Julah and pemangku 
in Sembiran) during temple festivals when they are worshipped. 

Over the past 10 years, reports in local newspapers of burglaries of tem-
ples all over Bali have increased. Many villagers are afraid of these mostly 
nightly raids of their sanctuaries. In most cases, the thieves have never been 
captured and the cherished sacred heirlooms have disappeared. Meanwhile, 
apart from guards, many villages have set up patrols at night, and most of 
them have tried to protect their pratima by constructing a shrine on a high 
pole (up to three metres high), by hiding them outside the village, or by 
installing a strongbox. In spite of these measures, however, the raids have 
continued╆やLocalやpeopleやhaveやpredominantlyやidentiRedやnonまBalinese╇やmostlyや
assumed to be Javanese, as the burglars since – as I was told many times – no 
Hindu-Balinese would ever dare to commit such a sacrilege. To my knowl-
edge there is no statistical data on the origin of the thieves. However, the des-
tiny of the stolen goods is clear: the undertow of the international art market, 
after having emptied the heirloom stocks of households, sucks from temples 
everything that is considered antique and precious.

JulahやandやSembiranやhaveやbeenやtheやtargetsやofやsuchやamacksやasやwell╆やOverやtheや
years, several break-ins at the main temple of Julah as well as of Sembiran 
have taken place, and a number of sacred heirlooms were stolen. Each of 
these thefts was a tragedy for the villagers, especially for the ritual specialists 
of the kerama desa and priests. What made things even worse, in the case of 
Sembiran, is that one night a tightly wrapped bundle of old keris was stolen 
from the most sacred part of the main temple building (bale agung). When 
representatives of the kerama desa reported the theft to the police, they were 
asked to give a detailed description of the keris. However, it turned out that 
for decades (if not for generations) nobody had ever dared to open the bundle 
and to inspect the individual keris. Therefore, the victims of the theft were 

ｳ On the relationship between these different languages and the way they were used, see 
Creeseやｱｹｹｸ╉やRubinsteinやｲｰｰｰ╈ｵまｱｰ╆
4 The research was supported by the German Research Association, Bonn, and sponsored by 
LIPI and Universitas Udayana in Denpasar. I am indebted to my sponsor and colleague Prof. 
Dr. I Wayan Ardika for a productive cooperation which resulted in a joint publication (Hauser-
Schäublin and Ardika 2008).
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unable to give any description and had to leave the police station ashamed 
andやRlledやwithや impotentやanger╆やManyや investigationsやbyやtheやpoliceやareやnonま
starters for similar reasons, mainly because the godly insignia are never 
inspected with a curious eye but rather venerated with the head bowed. 

One day when I was back in Germany, I received a phone call from I 
Wayan Terang. He reported the theft of the prasasti. Although some people 
had heard dogs barking that night, nobody had been aware of what was 
goingやon╆やTheやvillagersやwereやshockedやtheやnextやmorningやtoやRndやthatやtheやshrineや
in which they had installed a strongbox for the prasasti had been broken open 
and the contents stolen. The signal gong was immediately beaten, announc-
ing that a catastrophe had befallen the village. In contrast to many other vil-
lages, Julah’s village temple may only be entered after its ritual opening just 
before a temple festival starts. To set foot in the temple without a ritual occa-
sion already represented a pollution of the temple. But of course, even worse, 
the highly cherished Ida Bhatara had been removed by force.

These events, and especially the way in which the stolen copperplate 
inscriptions changed their cultural context and their meaning according to 
their actors, made me think about the versatile properties these artefacts 
have – and, as I will show in this article, already had before. In the following, 
I therefore analyse the agency these artefacts have developed through time 
according to the changing and sometimes competing social contexts in which 
they are circulated or embedded. As I show, the prasasti cannot be separated 
from the social milieu, particularly of the persons who directly or indirectly 
interacted with them (and vice versa). Both constitute an entity of relation-
ships, an entity that is liable to change. Furthermore, beyond the context of 
this mutual relationship between ‘persons’ and ‘things’, these inscribed cop-
perplatesやhaveやnoやmeaningやandやnoやvalueや〉Appaduraiやｱｹｸｶb╈ｵ《╆やDrawingやonや
bothやAppadurai‒sや〉ｱｹｸｶ《やandやGell‒sや〉ｱｹｹｸ《やwork╇やIやamemptやtoやwriteやaやbiogra-
phy of these prasastiやconsistingやofやRveやmainやstages╈やｱ《やtheやprasasti as objects of 
historicalやknowledgeやaboutやtheirやorigin╉やｲ《やfromやlegalやdocumentsやtoやdivinities╉や
ｳ《やtheやtheftやofやtheやpratimaやandやaやsearchやbyやspiritualやmeans╉やｴ《やtheやpoliceやhuntや
andやtheやrecoveryやofやtheやstolenやgoods╉やandやｵ《やambiguityやbetweenやpratima and 
corpus delicti. The last part of this article consists of an interview with the thief 
and a report on his fatal end.

Multiple identities

First of all, it is important to note that the usual Western dichotomy of ‘per-
sons‒やandや】things‒や〉Gellやｱｹｹｸ《やdoesやnotやapplyやtoやprasasti, since the prasasti have 
been able to move people as much as the people have moved the prasasti. The 
prasasti have always displayed an agency equalling that of humans. Moreover, 
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the inhabitants of Julah and Sembiran address and treat them as Ida Bhatara, 
as deified beings or even gods, whose agency is even greater than that of hu-
mans. Indeed, these deified beings are perceived as being able to exercise in-
fluence over people in a positive or negative way (in the case of misbehaviou r). 
However, this is only one perspective, one held by the inhabitant s, in particu-
lar the ritual experts of both villages. For others – outsiders – the same cop-
perplate inscriptions have a predominantly monetary value. This is the reason 
why these sacred heirlooms were stolen. Through the act of theft, they became 
a commodity intended for a special form of exchange, that is, sale to a dealer 
with access to the international art market (Kersel 2008). Thus, the prasasti 
were moved from one context to another, thereby changing their meaning 
and the nature of what constitutes their value. 

The prasasti could be described as having already had a double identity or 
status (or, as we will see later, multiple statuses/identities) before the actual 
theft. Apart from being appreciated and treated as sacred heirlooms and 
deiRedやbeings╇やconceptuallyやtheyやalreadyやbelongedやtoやtheやcategoryやofやprizedや
antiquities circulating on the art market in the minds of those who were eager 
to have them in their collections, as well as those who knew that they were 
aやsourceやforやmakingやmoney╆やAccordingやtoやAppaduraiや〉ｱｹｸｶb╈ｱｳまｴ《╇やoneやcouldや
speak therefore of a ‘commodity candidacy’ of the prasasti even before exter-
nal actors appropriated them by force and transferred them onto the track 
leading to the international black market for antiquities. 

Villages throughout Bali try to protect their sacred treasures, considered 
as inalienable possessions, by installing strongboxes, constructing shrines 
on extremely high poles, increasing the height of temple walls, and locking 
theやdoors╆やTheseやamemptsや showや thatや localやpeopleや inやBaliや areやwellや awareやofや
the additional potential, the ‘commodity candidacy’, of their cherished heir-
looms╆やTheやvillagersやofやJulahやandやSembiranやareやnoやexception╆やPeople‒sやeTortsや
aim at safeguarding the irreplaceable valuables, keeping them within the 
hereditary context and protecting them from being transferred to other chan-
nels of circulation beyond their control. Appadurai calls this process ‘enclav-
ing’. In fact, the enclaving of prasasti is not a new process: the villagers have 
always tried to protect their sacred heirlooms from appropriation by external 
actors╇やbeやtheyやregionalやlordsやorやpirates╇やalbeitやforやdiTerentやreasons╆や

Byやcontrast╇やtheやtheftやconstitutesやaや】diversion‒や〉Appaduraiやｱｹｸｶb╈ｲｲ《╇やthatやis╇や
an intentional disembedding of these pratima from their restricted area of circu-
lation╇やtheirやbasicやinalienability╇やandやredirectingやthemやtoやSowsやofやcommoditiesや
which are driven by hundreds of thousands of actors all over the world, art 
dealers and collectors. All of these actors are linked in one way or the other 
to the black market of cultural property (Mackenzie 2005). As the story of the 
theft and the recovery of the prasasti will show, in this case the diversion was 
not irreversible. Instead, the candidate commodities on the path to the black 
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market were redirected to their earlier context and were transformed again.
The prasasti cannot be only regarded in their sheer materiality (plates 

of ‘copper’) with (what is nowadays) almost illegible characters on them. 
The materiality and quality or properties of these prasasti were (and are) 
perceivedやandやinterpretedやdiTerentlyやaccordingやtoやthoseやdealingやwithやthem╆や
Appadurai emphasizes the peculiarities of knowledge that accompanies 
theseや 】things‒╇やespeciallyやwhenやtheyやenterや longまdistanceやtransculturalやSows╆や
ThisやalsoやappliesやtoやtheやdiTerentやsocialやandやculturalやcontextsやtheやprasasti have 
passedやthroughやoverやtheやpastやnineやtoやtenやcenturies╆やAppaduraiや〉ｱｹｸｶb╈ｴｱ《やdif-
ferentiates between the knowledge of production that is read into a ‘thing’ 
and the knowledge associated with its appropriate ‘consumption’. For exam-
ple, the inhabitants of Julah and Sembiran view their Ida Bhatara’s origin as a 
kind of incarnation of divinities rather than the result of a handicraft process 
(the work of a smith). Since they were unaware of the meaning of the text 
wrimenやonやthem╇やtheyやalsoやdidやnotやknowやaboutやtheやsocialやandやpoliticalやcontextや
in which the copperplates originated. Instead, the copperplates are venerated 
and regularly revitalized through a ritual ‘bathing’, anointing and adorning 
performed by senior members of the kerama desa. 

The thief, however, saw them as simply material, profane goods – handi-
crafts – and he did not worry much about who had produced them or how 
they were produced and for what purpose. Neither did he bother about the 
villagers and what the theft would mean to them. His knowledge was domi-
nated by what he had learned about the international consumption of such 
objects, namely that such copperplates (like other ‘antiquities’) are ‘authentic’ 
and can be sold on the black market at a respectable price. 

A potential buyer (‘consumer’) has yet another kind of knowledge. For the 
buyer, the origin of these antiquities – blurred by the thief and subsequent 
middlemen by wiping out (white-washing) the name of the place where 
theyやwereやappropriatedやandやhowやtheyやenteredやtheやSowやofやtheやinternationalや
artやmarketやむやisやlocatedやsomewhereやinやaやdistantやpastやandやaやremoteやplace╉やsuchや
antiquities are seen as having an aura of mysticism (Wiener 2007) rather than 
ofやcrimeや〉Promやｲｰｰｹ《╆や

It is obvious that the prasasti have passed through a variety of social 
arenasや 〉Appaduraiや ｱｹｸｶb╈ｱｵ《や inや theや courseやofや theirや lifeや soや far╆やAccordingly╇や
theやsigniRcanceやactorsやamributeやtoやtheseや】things‒やhasやundergoneやchange╆やGellや
〉ｱｹｹｸ╈ｱｳ《やhasやintroducedやtheやPierceanやnotionやofやaや】naturalやsign‒やasやanや】index‒や
toやtheやanthropologyやofやart╆やTheやindexやasや】theやvisible╇やphysicalや｠thingを‒やpermitsや
one to deal with the cognitive operations which he calls ‘the abduction of 
agency‒や〉Gellやｱｹｹｸ╈ｱｳ《╆やWhatやheやtriesやtoやexplainやwithやtheseやtermsやis╇やasやfarやasやIや
understand them, that the prasasti, for example, have a special ‘physiognomy’ 
whichやevokesやdiTerentやassociationsやorやreadingsやinやdiTerentやhumanやactorsや〉aや
smileや isやassociatedやwithやfriendlyやbehaviour╇やandやsoやon《╉や theseやprocessesやareや
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the ‘cognitive operations’. They constitute the relationship between humans 
and ‘things’ or material concretizations, a relationship in which both become 
actors. Therefore, in the case of the prasasti, the understandings (and inter-
est) which the (human) actors have of these copperplate inscriptions with 
regard to their origin, their manufacture, their assumed destination, or even 
how they have reached the actual recipient are diverse. They depend on the 
relationshipやandや theやamitudeやofや theやhumanやactorや toや theや 】thing‒や actor╆やThus╇や
a worn-out copperplate may index an exotic antiquity to the art collector, a 
source of money making to the seller, and the visitation of a primordial divin-
ity to members of the ritual community.
WithやtheseやtheoreticalやconsiderationsやtoやaidやanalysisやofやtheやdiTerentやstagesや

in the life of the prasasti, I now turn to the biography of the prasasti in so far 
as we are able to reconstruct it, or have witnessed and performed as actors 
ourselves.

Stage one: The prasasti as objects of historical knowledge about their origin

To write about the copperplate inscriptions implies a certain attitude towards 
these cultural documents which, for our purposes, are primarily objects of 
knowledge. It would be wrong to suggest that the scholarly writing of their 
biography represents a neutral position. These inscriptions constituted the 
starting point for my fieldwork in Sembiran. They ‘indexed’ a unique source 
ofやhistoricalやknowledgeや〉Soedjatmokoやｲｰｰｶ╉やVickersやｱｹｹｰ《やwhichやIやwantedやtoや
investigate by plotting trajectories from the present to as far back as possible 
〉HauserまSchäublinやｲｰｰｸ╈ｹまｷｰ《╇や inやspiteやofやtheやdramaticやecological╇やeconomic╇や
and political changes that have taken place since then (Hauser-Schäublin and 
Ardika 2008).

The so-called ‘Sembiran inscriptions’ consist of 20 inscribed copperplates 
containingやsixやroyalやedictsやissuedやbetweenやtheやtenthやandやtheやtwelfthやcenturies╉や
theyやwereやRrstや translatedやbyやGoris╆5 It was Liefrinck, the Dutch Controleur 
ofやBali╇やwhoや】discovered‒やtheやcopperplatesやinやSembiranや〉Brandesやｱｸｹｰ╈ｱｷ《╆やItや
took Liefrinck a whole year to convince the villagers to lend him the copper-
plates in order to produce copies (rubbings by using Chinese paper), a pro-
cedureやwhichやapparentlyやwasやquiteやdiUcultやsinceやsomeやofやtheやplatesやareやbent╆や
Brandesや 〉ｱｸｹｰ《やmadeや transcriptionsや inや Latinや charactersや ofや theや inscriptions╆や

5や Gorisや〉ｱｹｵｴ《やclassifiedやthemやasやfollows╈や】no╆やｱｰｴやSembiranやAやI‒╇やdatedやsakaやｸｴｴや〉ADやｹｲｲ《╇や】no╆や
201 Sembiran B’, dated sakaやｸｷｳや〉ADやｹｵｱ《╇や】no╆やｲｰｹやSembiranやAやII‒╇やdatedやsakaやｸｹｷや〉ADやｹｷｵ《╇や】no╆や
ｳｵｱやSembiranやAやIII‒╇やdatedやsakaやｹｳｸや〉ADやｱｰｱｶ《╇や】no╆やｴｰｹやSembiranやAやIV‒╇やdatedやsakaやｹｸｷや〉ADやｱｰｶｵ《╇や
and ‘no. 621 Sembiran C’, dated sakaやｱｱｰｳや〉ADやｱｱｸｱ《╆やTheseやinscriptionsやhaveやbeenやtranslatedやbyやIや
Wayan Ardika and Ni Luh Sutjiati Beratha (Sembiran inscriptionsやｲｰｰｸ╈ｲｲｹまｹｴ《╉やseeやalsoやArdikaやandや
Berathaやｱｹｹｶ╇やｱｹｹｸ╆
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He was surprised when he read that the royal edicts on these copperplates 
were addressed not to Sembiran but to Julah, although they all were kept in 
Sembiranやatやthatやtime╆やHowever╇やwhenやtheyやvisitedやtheやvillagesやinやｱｹｶｵ╇やGorisや
and Poeger noted that the copperplates had been divided between Julah and 
Sembiran, each village holding 10 plates. No one seems to remember when 
orやhowやthisやdivisionやtookやplaceや〉seeやArdikaやｱｹｹｱ╈ｲｱｹ《╉やitやmustやhaveやoccurredや
sometimeやbetweenやｱｸｸｰやandやｱｹｶｰ╇やprobablyやaroundやｱｹｰｰ╆

Thus, it was through these Western actors, who all arrived in the colonial 
context, that the prasasti became objects of historical knowledge.

The historical knowledge extracted from the prasasti can be summarized as 
follows. These royal edicts were issued by a series of kings whose seat seems 
to have been somewhere inland, probably near the Batur caldera.6 These 
edicts are explicitly addressed to the villagers of Julah. In the earliest inscrip-
tion (saka 8447), Julah’s environment is described as prosperous with irrigated 
riceや Relds╇やwaterや buTaloes╇や andや forestsや nearby╆や Theや prasasti (in the original 
texts also called pandaksayanñaやor pangraksayanña) indicate that Julah was an 
importantやharbourやsemlementやatやthatやtime╆やAccordingやtoやtheやseasonallyやshift-
ing trade winds, ships from or to India and China anchored at Julah, then a 
fortiRedやvillage╇やkuta╆やAsやMeenakshisundararajanや〉ｲｰｰｹ╈ｱｶｸ《やhasやpointedやout╇やaや
remarkable change in the structure of Asian maritime trade took place around 
AD 1000: the change from pre-emporia trade to emporia trade.8 Julah was 
also a trading centre for goods brought by ships from abroad and which were 
transportedやinlandや〉andやviceやversa《╆やTheやRrstやtextや〉wrimenやinやOldやJavaneseやandや
Old Balinese with many Sanskrit words) reveals that Julah had been a highly 
stratiRedやandやcomplexやsociety╆やPeopleやofやdiTerentや socialや standingや 〉candla or 
caste) such as Brahmana, nobles (gusti), foreigners, juru kling, and members 
of a merchant guild, banigrama,ｹ were then living in Julah. There were priests 

6や HauserまSchäublinやｲｰｰｸ╆やReuterや〉ｲｰｰｲ╈ｹｲ《やlocatesやoneやofやtheやroyalやsites╇やcalledやSinghamandawaや
inやKingやUgrasena‒sやedictや〉ADやｹｲｲ《╇やonやaやhilltopやnearやSukawana╆
7や ThisやdateやcorrespondsやtoやADやｹｲｲ╆やTheやsaka calendar is 78 years behind the standard Western 
calendar.
8 The same author characterizes the change as follows: ‘Whereas in the phase of pre-emporia 
trade goods were shipped directly from the place of origin to that of final consumption, the rise 
of emporia […] implied new practices of re-export, such as breaking bulk or assorting shipments 
accordingやtoやtheやdemandsやofやvariousやportsやofやcall‒や〉Meenakshisundararajanやｲｰｰｹ╈ｱｶｸ《╆やMeenaksh-
isundararajanや〉ｲｰｰｹ╈ｱｶｸ《やrelatesやthisやchangeやinやtradingやpatternやtoやtheやriseやofやtheやCholasやinやSouthや
India, the Khmer empire of Cambodia, the empire of Champa in today’s Vietnam, and China 
underやtheやSongやdynasty╆やWissemanやChristieや〉ｱｹｹｹ《やhasやdealtやmoreやspecificallyやwithやintermaritimeや
trade related to Java and Bali between the tenth and the thirteenth centuries.
ｹ On the South Indian merchant guilds, among them one named manigramam which seems 
to be identical with the one, banigrama, mentioned in the Sembiran inscription, see Kulke et al. 
ｲｰｰｹ╆やKarashimaや〉ｲｰｰｹ╈ｱｳｶ《やdescribesやtheやmanigramam as a group of traders descended from 
VanikaまgrāmaやinやKaverippumpattinamや〉SouthやIndia《やwhichやmergedやwithやanotherやorganizationや
of foreign merchants (which also comprised Jews, Muslims and Christians) called anjuvannam in 
the twelfth century.
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and hermits (bhiksu《やofやdiTerentやsectsや〉amongやthemやSiwaやandやBuda╇やwithやtitlesや
such as pendeta, mpungku cewasogata, and rsi) living nearby. 

The twelfth-century inscription makes it clear that Julah was part of a 
mandalic state, ‘Balidwipamandala’, or one of seven states ‘sapthanagara’. To 
what this ‘Balidwipamandala’ or ‘sapthanagara’ alludes is not yet clear. As 
Kulkeや〉ｲｰｰｹ《やhasやshownやinやhisやrecentやmasterlyやpublication╇やtheやperiodやofやtimeや
covered by these inscriptions is an era of far-reaching and intense intermari-
time relations.10 More concretely, with regard to the Indonesian archipelago, 
the major agents in this area were the Chola Empire, Srivijaya and China. 
There were also Arab traders from the Middle East. The Cholas and Srivijaya 
also competed with each other for alliances with the Chinese court. 

As the royal edicts indicate, Julah, already an important port on the route 
of the spice trade one thousand years earlier,11やmustやhaveやperiodicallyやsuTeredや
from plundering by ‘pirates’. Kulke’s work, however, sheds new light on these 
raids, which several times – according to the inscriptions – left Julah almost 
completely devastated. Srivijaya, and especially the South Indian Cholas, tried 
(and indeed succeeded) to gain control over the intermaritime trade routes 
betweenやSoutheastやAsia╇や IndiaやandやChina╆やTheやCholasや raidedやｱｴやSourishingや
portやcitiesやonやtheやMalayやPeninsulaやandやinやSumatraやinやｱｰｲｵや〉Kulkeやｲｰｰｹ╈ｹ《╇やandや
someや othersや probablyや earlierや andや othersや laterや 〉Senや ｲｰｰｹ╈ｶｸ《╆や G╆W╆や Spencerや
〉ｱｹｷｶ《や evenや calledや itや aや 】politicsや ofや plunder‒や 〉seeや Meenakshisundararajanや
ｲｰｰｹ╈ｱｷｱ《╆やItやcanやsafelyやbeやassumedやむやthoughやtoやmyやknowledgeやnoやportsやinやBaliや
areやexplicitlyやmentionedやむやthatや Julahや〉asやwellやasやotherやportsやandやsemlementsや
along Bali’s north coast) became deeply involved in these turbulences. 

Several royal edicts refer to reports by surviving inhabitants of Julah that 
theirや fortiRedや semlementや hadや beenや devastatedや andや looted╆や Thoseやwhoや sur-
vivedやhadやSedやtoやtheやmountains╆やTheやkingやwasやapparentlyやveryやmuchやinter-
ested in having a well-functioning harbour, since he ordered the refugees 
toやreturnやtoや theやcoastやandやrestoreや theや fortiRedやsemlement╆12 In exchange, he 

10 In the late tenth century three powerful dynasties rose to power: the Fatimids in Egypt (AD 
ｹｶｹ《╇やtheやSongやinやChinaや〉ADやｹｶｰ《やandやtheやCholasや〉ADやｹｸｵ《╉やthroughやtheirやinteraction╇やtheyやsub-
stantiallyやinfluencedやtheやfutureやofやSoutheastやAsiaや〉Kulkeやｲｰｰｹ╈ｲ《╆や
11 Ardika’s long-term excavations in the coastal area between Julah, Pacung, Bangkah, and 
Sembiran have revealed evidence of regular contact between India and Bali that are one thousand 
years earlier than the era documented by the copperplate inscriptions. The most important data 
yielded by Ardika’s excavations, apart from the many goods of Indian origin found in graves 
〉Ardikaやetやal╆やｱｹｹｷ《╇やareやcertainlyやtheやskeletonsやofやpeopleやwhoやwereやofやIndianやoriginや〉Lansingやetやal╆や
ｲｰｰｴ╉やArdikaやｲｰｰｸ╉やSchultzやｲｰｰｸ《╆やThisやprovesやthatやtheやgoodsやtradedやbetweenやIndiaやandやBaliやwereや
not the result of indirect but rather of direct contact by Indians travelling as far as Bali more than 
2,000 years ago. In several respects, we can therefore assume continuity in trade relations for a 
period between the first century BC and the twelfth century AD (Ardika 2008).
12 It was certainly not the settlement of the villagers that was fortified but probably the ware-
houses where the merchants’ stock was kept and the area where trading took place.
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lowered taxes and granted them some special rights.ｱｳ

Thus, from what we can conjecture about the coming into being of the 
prasasti and the context in which they were produced and used, we can say 
that they were legal documents, contracts between the ruler and the political 
and religious leaders of a village that was an important port for intermari-
time trade and, therefore, a source of wealth. With regard to the materiality 
of the prasasti, the origin of the metal (copper, probably mixed with tin) – in 
what form, how and by whom it was traded to Bali – is still open to question. 
The metal was processed and the plates were produced by smiths who were 
certainlyや localや craftsmenや 〉seeやalsoやWissemanやChristieや ｱｹｹｹ╈ｲｲｹ╉やArdikaやandや
Berathaや ｱｹｹｶ╈ｲｰまｱ《╆やWhatやweや canやgatherや aboutや theやmaterialityや ofや theやplatesや
is that they were incised while the surface was still malleable. The royal 
edictsや wereやwrimenや duringや audiencesや heldや onやmarketや daysや nearや theや royalや
palaceや 〉whoseやnamesやdoやnotやallowやanやunequivocalやgeographicalや identiRca-
tionやtoday《╆やWhetherやtheseやedictsやwereやwrimenやdirectlyやonやtheやcopperplatesや
during the meetings or only later transferred to them, we do not know. From 
aやtechnicalやpointやofやview╇やitやisやsafeやtoやassumeやtheやlamer╆やTheやprasasti thus con-
stituted a material link between the centre of power – which is the king – and 
the periphery – the harbour village of Julah. 

These inscribed plates also apparently served as a source of knowledge 
and power for the villagers, which could be used to prove that they were 
under the protection of the king, for example, if tax functionaries tried to 
overreach themselves (see, for example, prasasti sakaやｸｹｷ《╆やItやcanやbeやassumedや
thatや theseやedictsやwereや readやonやRxedやdatesや 〉similarや toや theやRxedやdatesや todayや
when the prasasti are ritually cleansed, although without being read) to recall 
the duties and rights granted. 

Stage two: From legal documents to divinities

Beyond the last copperplate inscription dated AD 1181, the early history of 
Julah until the beginning of colonial times disappears in the dark of the past.14 

ｱｳ I cannot go into details about the elaborate contents of these inscriptions here, but see Hauser-
SchäublinやandやArdikaやｲｰｰｸ╈ｲｲｹまｹｴ╆
14 The most recent copperplate inscriptions in Bali date back to the fourteenth century (see also 
Gorisやｱｹｴｱ《╆やThereやareやotherやtypesやofやsourcesやthatやallowやglimpsesやintoやtheやpast╇やsuchやasやarchaeo-
logical and ethnohistorical investigations that allow some historical conclusions (for attempts to 
shed light on Julah’s past, see Hauser-Schäublin and Ardika 2008). Moreover, there are a large 
number of palm-leaf manuscripts. However, these, in contrast to those made of copper, are 
ephemeral and need replacement at regular intervals (copying). The contents of such documents 
can of course be more easily changed or rather adapted to changing social and political condi-
tions╆やTherefore╇やaやhistoricalやdatingやofやpalmまleafやmanuscriptsやisやdifficultやinやmostやcases╉やseeやalsoや
Soedjatmokoやｲｰｰｶ╉やCreeseやｱｹｹｱ╆や
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As objects of historical knowledge, therefore, these 20 plates are of immeasur-
able value. The prasasti (as part of a very large number of copperplate inscrip-
tions so far identified in Bali) testify to the long history of complex societies 
in Bali, the significance of intermaritime trade, the network of long-distance 
relationships this tiny island was part of and, of course, the strong influences 
from India. Over time, kingdoms to which Julah (as well as other villages 
along the north coast) belonged changed substantially, alternating with pe-
riods in which the villages were completely independent (Hauser-Schäublin 
2004). In spite of the dramatic changes with regard to ecology, political orga-
nization and culture that must have taken place between the eleventh and the 
twentieth centuries on the north coast, the prasasti were still kept in Julah’s 
neighbouring village of Sembiran in the late twentieth century. However, cor-
responding with these fundamental social and political changes, the prasasti 
lostやtheirやcharacterやasやlegalやdocuments╉やtheyやwereやnoやlongerやreadやtoやrecallやtheや
conditions of the village’s relationship with the centre of power. 

In one of the edicts the ruler admonishes the inhabitants of Julah to 
carefully store the copperplates. It seems that they faithfully continued the 
practice of ceremonially taking them down, inspecting them, and showing 
reverenceやtoやthemやむやevenやafterやtheirやcontentやhadやlostやitsやsigniRcanceやandやafterや
there were no longer economic and political ties that bound Julah to a ruler 
in the mountains.15 The treatment of the copperplates seems to have become 
more elaborate: the plates became divine symbols, like statues and other 
royal regalia such as a crown and signet rings, kept as sacred heirlooms in the 
temple╆やThus╇やtheyやwereやrituallyやbathedやwithやsanctiRedやwaterやfromやparticularや
temples. This water was then sprinkled on the congregation. The sipping of 
this water by the followers symbolized a communion with the divinities and 
the holy sites where the water came from. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, the village elders in Sembiran did not 
know that these 20 copperplates had inscriptions that were nearly one thou-
sandやyearsやold╆やLiefrinckや〉ｱｹｳｴ╈ｳｲｳ《やnotedやwithやsurpriseやwhenやheやvisitedやtheや
village that all the inhabitants were illiterate. According to Liefrinck, no oral 
tradition existed there about the origin or the former use of these prasasti. The 
priest (mangku gede) of the village temple was in charge of them and he did 
not dare to keep them in his house or in the village. Instead, the prasasti were 
kept outside the village in a densely forested ravine. They were wrapped in 
white cloth and hidden in a small cave in a rock. Once a year, he reported, 
on the occasion of the major festival of the village temple, they were ritually 
taken out and escorted by bearers with ceremonial lances to the temple. The 
pratima remained in the temple during the festival and the members of the vil-
lageやassociationやpresentedやoTeringsやtoやthem╆やWhenやtheやfestivalやendedやatやmid-

15 There are no data available as to when the kingdom’s seat in the mountains dissolved or 
whenやitやwasやmovedやtoやtheやsouthやofやBali╉やseeやalsoやReuterやｲｰｰｲ╈ｳｰｳまｸ╆
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night, they were immediately brought back to the site in the ‘wilderness’.16 
Oral traditions also tell of repeated plundering of Julah in the centuries 

immediately prior to Dutch colonial control.17 In the early nineteenth century 
theやinhabitantsやofやJulahやwereやagainやlivingやupやinやtheやmountainやsemlementやofや
Upit (not far from Sembiran).18 While the refugees lived there, they held their 
monthly meetings at tilem (moonless night) in the village temple of Sembiran 
together with the krama desa (village association) of Sembiran. Sembiran had 
its own meeting, only a day later (patipanten). The refugees celebrated all 
important rituals held in Sembiran, and all copperplates were in the custody 
of Sembiran.ｱｹ 

Today, the inhabitants of both villages still consider and treat the copper-
platesやasやIdaやBhatara╇やasやdeiRedやancestors╆やAtやtheやsameやtime╇やmostやofやtheやvillag-
ers now know that the copperplates bear ancient inscriptions. The two types 
ofやknowledgeやareやnotやperceivedやasやconSicting╆やInやJulah╇やtheやcopperplatesやareや
ritually cleansed during several annual temple festivals. In Sembiran, they are 
still kept in the cave Liefrinck described and ritually escorted to the temple 
for the annual festival and venerated there. Their veneration contributes to 
the well-being and prosperity of people, animals and crops. 

Stage three: The theft of the pratima and a search by spiritual means

Over time, cultural and historical knowledge about the prasasti entered world-
wide circulation. Moreover, these cultural products, which Western scholars 
considered primarily as profane material ‘things’, indexed their potential as 

16 Liefrinck also reported that other sacred treasures were kept in the small cave: 150 pieces of 
metal (coins), two heavy gold rings and a signet ring with an elephant imprinted on it. Addition-
ally, golden instruments for preparing betel nut for chewing, as well as arm and foot rings were 
keptやthereやtooや〉LiefrinckやquotedやinやBrandesやｱｸｹｰ╈ｱｸまｲｴ《╆やExceptやforやsomeやmetalやcoinsやandやbars╇やallや
the golden ornaments and tools have disappeared.
17 This plundering apparently had a different social and economic background from that of the 
era of the prasasti document (Kleinen and Osseweijer 2010).
18や TodayやUpitやisやcalledやBatuやGambir╉やmanyやMuslimやimmigrantsやliveやthere╆やUpitやisやtheやnameやofやanや
area in which a sacred well is located. Upit is probably identical with ‘Wwit’ as mentioned in the 
prasasti dated sakaやｸｹｷ╆やArchaeologicalやevidenceやseemsやtoやsupportやaやlongやsettlementやhistoryやthereや
(Tim Jurusan Arkeologi 2005).
ｱｹ Both villages have, as my ethnohistorical research shows (Hauser-Schäublin 2008), a shared 
past╆やEvenやtodayやtheyやdescribeやtheirやrelationshipやinやtermsやofやcousins╉やintermarriageやisやprohibitedや
among them. These joint meetings of Sembiran and Julah ceased when the refugees from Julah 
decided that it was safe enough to live near the coast again. They returned to the coastal area 
probably in the late nineteenth century and constructed the village at the site where it stands 
today. Only some time after Julah had resettled the coastal site did the two villages divide the 
plates. Since then, 10 are kept in Sembiran and 10 in Julah. Although the division of the cop-
perplates – then certainly a highly ritual procedure that must have taken place during the major 
temple festival – is not remembered, the return to the coastal settlement is still celebrated annu-
ally (Hauser-Schäublin 2008:18).
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rare antiquities to institutions and individuals who were interested in collect-
ing them. Therefore, the prasasti started new multiple ‘careers’ and forged 
new networks of potential actors all over the world, coexisting with local ac-
tors to whom they indexed different things.

In the second half of the twentieth century the villagers became aware that 
their sacred heirlooms were objects of desire for outsiders. The inalienability 
of the pratima existed only from the villagers’ perspective. For outsiders – art 
collectors and their suppliers – prasasti were commodities whose price was 
even higher if they were antique and originated in a ‘sacred cultural context’. 
As a consequence, the members of Julah’s kerama desa installed a strongbox in 
a shrine to prevent theft, that is, diversion from the religious context. At the 
same time, the pressure of the continuously growing international art market 
increased, since the supply of cultural valuables, which local people had sold 
more or less voluntarily in the earlier decades, had dried up.

The story of the theft of the pratima begins, as I Wayan Terang’s report doc-
uments╇やonやｲｹやAugustやｲｰｰｲ╆やHeやhadやjustやcomeやbackやfromやtheやprovincialやcapi-
tal, Denpasar, when he, as the village head (kepala desa), was informed that the 
prasasti had disappeared. When he hastened to the temple, he was asked by 
templeやoUcialsやtoやgetやtrackerやdogs╆やThroughやaやvillagerやwhoやlivedやinやDenpasar╇や
they managed to get into contact with the police there. However, the police-
men said that after 10 hours, the smell of the perpetrator could no longer be 
identiRedやbyやtheやdogs╇やandやsinceやtheやexactやtimeやtheやthiefやhadやbrokenやintoやtheや
temple was unknown, there was probably no point in using such dogs. The 
villagersやwereやnotやsatisRedやwithや thisやanswer╆やWayanやthereforeや immediatelyや
setやoTやforやDenpasar╇やandやheやreturnedやlateやatやnightやwithやthreeやpolicemenやandや
two tracker dogs. They spent several hours searching the hall in the temple 
from where the thief had stolen the pratima, while hundreds of villagers and 
policemenや fromや theやdistrictや oUceやwatchedや them╆やNoや traceやwasや found╆やTheや
villagersやgaveやtheやpolicemenやsomeやpaymentやforやtheirやeTortsやandやtheやexpensesや
theyやhadやincurredやinやprovidingやtheやdogs╆やOnやｳｰやAugust╇やWayanやwentやonやhisや
own initiative to Banyuwangi in East Java to meet with a ‘paranormal’, that is, 
a seer. This person told him that three people had been involved in the theft: 
one Balinese of Islamic faith and two outsiders. The goods (pratima) were still 
in the hands of the Balinese, but within nine days they would be sold to a 
Westerner. However, Wayan was disappointed when he returned back home 
since some of the crucial questions he had posed had remained unanswered. 
Onやtheやnextやday╇やaccompaniedやbyやtwoやotherやvillageやoUcials╇やheやwentやtoやEastや
Bali near the Gunung Agung to consult another ‘paranormal’. This person, an 
elderly woman, said that there were three people, none of them members of 
Julah village, who were involved in the theft.20 She said that they had broken 

20 After a theft that had taken place a couple of years before, rumours had spread that members 
of their own village were involved in the theft. This almost led to a break-up of the village.
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in from the eastern side of the temple and left with the stolen goods from the 
western side. The spiritual advisor admonished them to be patient since they 
wouldやrecoverやtheやsacredやheirlooms╉やtheyやneededやtoやaskやforやtheやgods‒やbless-
ings. The three men from Julah were disappointed when they left her. Back 
home, they decided to go to Tianyar to visit yet another ‘paranormal’. This 
person was said to possess a kind of crystal ball through which it should be 
possible to see the thief. They went there on 8 September and were able to 
have a look at the crystal ball, but the facial features were blurred. They were 
disappointed. They had only received some holy water which should ‘bind’ 
or ‘tie’ the thief so that he would be unable to sell the stolen goods.
OnやｱｳやSeptember╇やIやWayanやTerangやwentやwithやtheやsameやtwoやmenやtoやCandiや

Kuning near Lake Beratan to consult a Muslim ‘paranormal’. This man came 
to Julah himself on one of the following nights and stayed until midnight. He 
told the villagers that within nine days the perpetrator would turn himself in. 
Yet the nine days elapsed without any result, and the villagers had already 
spentやaやsubstantialやamountやofやmoneyやinやtheirやeTortsやtoやtrackやdownやtheやthief╆や
Nevertheless, during the meeting of the village/temple association, the lead-
ers announced that any further search for the pratima had to be paid for by 
the individuals themselves, but those who managed to recapture the sacred 
heirlooms would be reimbursed by the desa adat. They further informed the 
villagers that some of the temple shrines and racks in front of them where 
oTeringsやwereやdepositedやhadやtoやbeやpulledやdownやandやnewlyやrebuilt╆

On Sunday 10 November another villager in the company of a policeman 
fromやtheやdistrictやoUceやcameやtoやseeやIやWayanやTerang╆やTheyやtoldやhimやthatやtheyや
had heard of the capture of a thief originating from a neighbouring village21 
by the police in Kintamani district. In this district, he had been accused of 
breaking into several temples. I Wayan Terang decided to leave immediately 
for Kintamani, taking with him other men and also a policeman from his 
own sub-district (Tejakula). When they arrived there, the men learned that 
the thief had already been handed over to the police of the district capital 
(Bangli). Correspondingly, they proceeded to Bangli accompanied by police-
menやfromやKintamani╉やtheyやarrivedやinやBangliやlateやinやtheやafternoon╆やAやheatedや
discussion ensued, because the policemen claimed that no such thief was in 
custody╆やHowever╇やRnallyやtheやgroupやwasやgivenやtheやnameやofやaやｶｴまyearまoldやmanや
from one of Julah’s neighbouring villages who was remanded in custody in 
Bangli. They were allowed to meet and question him.22やHeやRnallyやadmimedや
toやhavingやbrokenやintoやtheやtempleやandやalsoやtoやhavingやtakenやoTやwithやaやsmallや
wooden box, assuming that some precious antiquities were in it. Not far from 
Julah, the prisoner explained, he opened the box and realized that there were 

21 In order to protect the village’s reputation, the name of the village is not given.
22 As it turned out, the policemen used other means apart from words to make him answer their 
questions.
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10 sheets of ‘iron’ in it, each covered with Balinese characters. He also admit-
ted that these goods were no longer in Bali but had been transported to the 
house of a man in an East Javanese village.

Stage four: The police hunt and the recovery of the stolen goods

The group departed late at night. On their way back home, they decided to 
leave the next day for Java in order to prevent the sale of these valuables. They 
went to Singaraja, the capital of their own district (Buleleng), and informed 
the police there of their plans. One policeman from Buleleng and three police-
men from Tejakula accompanied them when they left Singaraja at 10 o’clock 
in the morning. Before departure, they had prayed and asked for the blessing 
ofやtheやdivinitiesやwhoやresidedやinやJulah‒sやtemple╆やTheyやarrivedやatやaboutやｱｰ╈ｳｰやatや
night at the police station at Bondowoso, East Java. They explained what had 
happened and asked for support and authorization to inspect the house in the 
village where the valuables were thought to be kept. 

The three men from Julah, three policemen from Tejakula, one policeman 
from Buleleng, and four policemen from Bondowoso arrived at the house at 
one o’clock at night. They met three women in the village whom they inter-
rogated and one man who just came out of a house armed with a sickle. Since 
the police in Bondowoso had warned them of heightened tensions in the area, 
they decided to take some precautions. When they approached the house, 
theyやsurroundedやit╉やsomeやmenやcrouchedやatや theやsides╇やsomeやatや theやbackやandや
someやinやtheやfront╆やTheやpolicemenやhadやtheirやweaponsやreadyやforやRring╆やInやtheや
meantime, many men and women, all armed with sickles, had approached 
them. When the police rushed into the building which the thief had pointed 
out╇や theyや couldや notや Rndや theや prasasti, but fortunately they found the man 
whom the thief had named as an accomplice. However, this man, as the sub-
sequent interrogation at the police station in Bondowoso showed,ｲｳ did not 
know the whereabouts of the hiding place.24

Wayan, still afraid that the valuables were somewhere close by and could 
therefore be handed over to a middleman for sale, urged one of the police-
man from Tejakula to call the police in Bangli and ask them to bring the thief 
to the phone so that his accomplice could talk to him and inquire where he 
hadやhiddenやtheやcopperplates╆やThisやRnallyやhappenedやandやtheやthiefや informedや
his Javanese partner that he had hidden the antiquities in a cow barn. At 
aboutやｳやo‒clockやinやtheやmorning╇やtheやgroup╇やaccompaniedやbyやotherやpolicemen╇や
returned to the scene of action. Since they feared the worst from the angry 

ｲｳ The interrogation was transferred to the police station since the situation with the armed vil-
lagers around was about to escalate.
24 The beating-up of the man did not result in any further information.
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villagers╇や theや policeや fromや Bondowosoや heldや theirや pistolsや readyや toや Rreや andや
ordered the villagers to hold up their hands. The policemen accompanied 
the accomplice to the cow barn. I Wayan followed, although the local people 
had threatened during the earlier visit to kill him if he turned up again. As 
soon as he entered the barn and saw a bundle wrapped in white cloth and 
covered with plastic above the head of a calf, he collapsed and began sob-
bing. Several local women rushed forward to console him and led him out 
of the barn saying, ‘Sir [bapak tinggi], don’t cry any longer, otherwise people 
will think that something is wrong.’ Some other people started to cry as well. 
The villagers then recognized that there had been a good reason why the 
policemen and the Balinese came in the middle of the night to their village 
andやwereやsearchingやoneやofやtheirやhouses╉やtheyやwereやsorryやforやtheやdistrustやtheyや
had displayed earlier. At about 5 o’clock in the morning, the group left the 
villageやandやreachedやBanyuwangiやatやdawn╆やTheyやtookやoneやofやtheやRrstやferriesや
to Bali without even taking a rest. On the other side of the strait there was a 
man from Julah already waiting for them. 

Stage five: Ambiguity between pratima and corpus delicti

At about 11 o’clock in the morning of 12 November 2002, they arrived at the 
police station in Singaraja. They were told that the stolen goods had been 
recovered thanks to the police searching a house. The corpus delicti were there-
fore first to be left with the police. However, the delegates from Julah im-
plored the officials in charge to let them take back their sacred goods to the 
temple immediately. After their wish was granted, they left and arrived at 2 
o’clock in the afternoon at the regional temple of Ponjok Batu25 where they 
stopped and discussed how to proceed. Two and a half hours later, about 40 
members of the village association (kerama adat) arrived in order to ritually 
escort (mendak) the prasasti back to the temple. When the procession arrived 
at the school building on the main road just outside the village, Jero Kubayan 
Garsim, one of the ritual leaders, took over the sacred goods and carried them 
on his shoulder, while other ritual elders had brought offerings to welcome 
the Ida Bhatara back home. At the main entrance of the temple (kuri agung), 
otherやritualやeldersやwelcomedやthem╉やtheyやwereやallやwaitingやforや JeroやSidemen╇や
the (elected) penyarikan desa adat. He had not yet arrived in the village because 
he worked as a teacher in Singaraja. Therefore his representative, Jero Rasta, 
took over the penyarikan’s role. After some discussion, it was decided that the 
prasasti should be ritually seated (linggih) in the temple before the sun set. 
If there was an obstacle (meaning: if a death had occurred and the village 

25 The temple of Ponjok Batu, situated above the cliffs right on the edge of the sea, is the most 
important sea sanctuary of Julah.
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was therefore unclean, sebel) in the village, the prasasti had to be placed in the 
forecourt and the kerama desa had to perform a vigil there.26 At 6 o’clock in the 
evening, Jero Penyarikan finally arrived and proceeded directly to the shrine 
(bale pepyasaan) in the mountainward western corner of the temple where 
the senior ritual leaders (jro kedulu), the policemen from Tejakula and hun-
dreds of villagers had already assembled. Jero Penyarikan asked a policeman 
about how the stolen goods had been recovered. While this uniformed po-
liceman was recounting the whole story he fell into a trance (he actually lost 
consciousness) and had to be revived with sanctified water. This trance was 
taken as an indication that the gods acknowledged the reunification with the 
material manifestation of Ida Bhatara and were present in the temple again. 
Only when the policeman had recovered consciousness did Jero Penyarikan 
distribute sanctified water to the community. He also changed the decision 
taken earlier and determined that the prasasti should be seated in the deposi-
tory (gedong simpen) in the forecourt of the temple. Any taboos linked to ‘ob-
stacles’ were lifted until the ritual process of reintegrating the prasasti into the 
temple – and therefore the transformation of ‘antiquities’ back into pratima – 
was completed. During this whole period, 20 members of the kerama desa were 
appointed to hold a vigil every night. 

On 14 November, the policemen from Tejakula sent a message that the 
pratima were needed as corpus delicti to confront the thief’s accomplice from 
Java. Once again, the penyarikan was still teaching and the senior ritual leader 
did not dare to allow the pratimaや toや beや carriedや oT╆や Finallyや theや penyarikan 
arrived and after some discussion the pratima were sent to Tejakula, accompa-
nied by about 15 senior members of the kerama desa. They only spent half an 
hour there while the suspect from Java was confronted with the corpus delicti╉や
they then returned home with their valuables. The prasasti were placed at the 
same site as before. 

Aやcoupleやofやmonthsや later╇や onやｲｴやAprilや ｲｰｰｳ╇や theやpoliceやofやTejakulaや againや
invited representatives of Julah to a meeting. They wanted the corpus delicti to 
be sent to Bangli where the thief was held in custody. However, the represen-
tatives hesitated because they did not dare to consent. On 27 April, they held 
a meeting in Julah in order to discuss the issue with all members of the kerama 
desa. They decided to send the pratima to Bangli if necessary. However, before-
hand╇やanやoathやhadやtoやbeやtakenやandやoTeringsやhadやtoやbeやbroughtやtoやtheやtemple╆や
On 5 May, the pratima were sent to Bangli in the company of about 20 repre-
sentatives from Julah. There, the thief was confronted with the pratima and all 
the delegates from Julah were able to see his face. Before they went back home, 
they inquired how they could circumvent another presentation of their highly 

26 In contrast to many other villages in Bali, the village temple remains closed if a death has oc-
curred╉やforやaやcertainやperiodやofやtimeやafterやtheやdeath╇やnobodyやisやallowedやtoやenterやtheやtempleやandやallや
rituals are postponed.
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valued sacred heirlooms as corpus delicti since the pratima needed to be ritually 
cleansed every time they were brought back. They were advised to meet the 
head of the district of Buleleng (bupati《やandやdiscussやtheやmamerやwithやhim╆

OnやｱやJulyやｲｰｰｳ╇やtheやRnalやcleansingやandやrevitalizationやritualやofやtheやprasasti 
together with all other sacred heirlooms took place in the village temple. This 
ritual performed during one of the most important annual temple festivals 
wasや accompaniedや byや aや greatや numberや ofや oTeringsや 〉includingや animals《╆や Theや
pratima, as Jero Penyarikan Sidemen explained while we viewed the video 
thatやhadやbeenやcommissionedやasやdocumentation╇やwereやdippedやintoやRveやvesselsや
ofやsanctiRedやwaterやeachやoriginatingやfromやaやdiTerentやtempleやandやthoroughlyや
rubbed.27 Several journalists, even from the national TV station, arrived to 
witness this event and inquired about the story of the theft and the recovery 
of the prasasti╆や Throughや thisや ritual╇や theや copperplatesやbecameやdeiRedやbeingsや
(Ida Bhatara) again and were not supposed to leave the temple again.

Comment

In looking back at this detective story, the extent to which these material ob-
jects triggered human actions becomes clear: how people and representatives 
of institutions who would otherwise never have met were brought together, 
and the different meanings these things indexed to them. An example of this 
is the attitude of the villagers in East Java, who were prepared to beat up or 
even kill the group, including the policemen, who had invaded their village in 
search of the stolen goods. Another example is during the process of prosecu-
tion when the prasasti became corpus delicti – a legal document in a completely 
new sense – with which the perpetrators had to be confronted. 

The story also shows how the ‘enclaved’ objects were diverted and started 
to enter channels leading to an impenetrable worldwide black market for art 
from where there would be hardly any chance of return. The recovery of the 
copperplates, however, also demonstrates how the process of diversion was 
reversed and how the villagers achieved a re-enclaving when they succeeded 
in keeping their valuables for themselves and were no longer compelled to 
present them as evidence. In fact, what the ritual elders of Julah wanted to 
achieveや〉andやRnallyやsucceededやinやachieving《やwasやtoやbreakやoTやtheやcirculationや
of the prasasti as a commodity. They no longer wanted to have them circulat-
edやbetweenやdiTerentやinstitutionsやasやmaterialやthingsやasやifやtheやpratima were com-
parable to other stolen goods such as a motorbike, chair or wallet. By contrast, 
the prasasti needed to be given back the status they had before as inalienable 

27 The sanctified water (tirtha) came from Pura Ulun Danu Batur (Kintamani), Pura Jati (Kinta-
mani), Pura Ponjok Batu, the holy well at Upit (the earlier refugee settlement), and the well near 
the shore in Julah territory.
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valuables and as gods, as Ida Bhatara or pratima. This change in status – the 
processやofやreまenclavingやむやwasやRnallyやachievedやwhenやtheやdivinitiesやenteredやtheや
policemanやwhoやfellやintoやaやtranceやandやthroughやtheやRnalやcleansingやritual╆や

Glimpses into the thief’s biography and motives

IやvisitedやJulahやagainやinやSeptemberやｲｰｰｳ╇やtwoやmonthsやafterやtheやreintegrationやofや
the prasasti among the temple’s other pratima.28 While I was there, I carried 
out further investigation about the theft. Accompanied by I Wayan Terang, I 
tried to meet the culprit who was in custody at that time in Bangli in order to 
learn more about his life. The prison warden did not allow us to meet him. 
However, the warden himself was willing to talk about the inmate. He de-
scribed him as a harmless man whose belief in the Balinese gods had become 
‘thin’, who had converted to Islam and was now fasting (it was Ramadan). 
Afterやdivorcingやhisやfirstやwife╇やheやhadやmarriedやaや〉Muslim《やwomanやfromやJava╉や
this woman had not visited him since his incarceration. The warden further 
explained that this man’s economic situation had worsened over the years, 
because of which he had begun to break into temples, hoping to find jewel-
lery╉やheやwasやapparentlyやsurprisedや toや findやcopperplatesや inや theやboxや inやwhichや
he had assumed golden ornaments were kept. The prison warden informed 
us that the one-year prison sentence would soon be over, and that the man 
would then have to face another trial in Buleleng.

In 2004, when I again visited Julah, I learned that in the meantime the 
same man had been sentenced in Buleleng district and was kept in prison 
in Singaraja. Thanks to I Wayan Terang, I was at last able to meet this man 
in prison and talk to him in the visitors’ room. This room, an open space 
leadingや intoやaやkindやofや courtyard╇やwasやRlledやwithや loudやmusic╇やmenやwalkingや
around╇やsomeやofやwhomやwereやpaintingやtheやwall╉やaやfemaleやvisitorやwithやaやsmallや
child on her arm came into the room and was soon joined by an inmate. 
Anotherやwomanやentered╉やsheや tooやwasやmetやbyやaやmanやandやtheyやstartedやchat-
ting. These meetings took place in the same room where I Wayan Terang, my 
husbandやandやIやwereやalsoやsimingやtryingやtoやcommunicateやinやaやratherやinformalや
way with the thief.ｲｹ What irritated me when we greeted each other was the 

28 Another pratimaやhadやbeenやstolenやearlierや〉inやｱｹｹｷ《╈やaやgoldenやcrownやsaidやtoやbeやaやroyalやgiftやtoや
Julah‒sやtempleやaやtimeやlongやago╆やInやfact╇やtheやoriginalやcrownやhadやbeenやstolenやinやtheやｱｹｷｰsやandやtheや
exemplar recently stolen was a replacement. But since it had already undergone all the rituals of 
cleansing and reintegration, it was treated like an original. After the theft (never solved), another 
replacement was commissioned. This exemplar was sanctified and integrated into the temple’s 
sacred heirlooms during the same temple festival as the prasasti.
ｲｹ I have to add that the thief apparently did not perceive this interview as ‘informal’. I Wayan 
Terang was clearly recognizable as a state official since he wore his official dress. In retrospect I 
think that the thief reacted to our questions in the same way as he did when he was interrogated 
by the police or the judge.
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quickやglanceやthisやmanやthrewやatやtheやthinやgoldやnecklaceやIやwore╆やHeやRxedやonやitや
intensely╇やthenやdivertedやhisやeyesやonlyやtoやRxやonやitやagainやandやagainやthroughoutや
our talk. The prisoner reiterated what he had apparently already told the 
judges╇やnamelyや thatやheやhadやadmimedやhisやwrongfulやdeedやandやwasや sorryや forや
it╉やthatやheやcouldやnotやexplainやfromやhisやpresentやperspectiveやhowやheやcouldやhaveや
doneやsomethingやwrongやlikeやcommimingやaやtheft╆やHeやtoldやhisやstoryやbrieSy╈や

‘I [here he gave his Hindu-Balinese name and not his Muslim name which 
heやhadやadoptedやuponやconversion『やamやaやnativeやofやXYやvillage╆ｳｰ I was born on 1 
Septemberやｱｹｵｲ╆やIやhaveやRveやsiblings╆やAllやofやthemやareやmarried╆やIやwentやtoやschoolや
in this village and later in Singaraja where I successfully completed SMN, 
theやEconomicやSchool╇やinやｱｹｷｰ╆やIやmarriedやforやtheやRrstやtimeやinやｱｹｷｴ╆やIやhaveやfourや
children and three grandchildren. But the children rarely come to see me, 
perhaps once a month. Earlier in my life I was a person responsible for adat 
[kelian adat] in my village. I was klian adatやfromやｱｹｹｲやtoやｱｹｹｹ╆やInやｱｹｹｹやIやgaveやitや
up╆やInやｱｹｹｸやIやmarriedやonceやagain╇やaやwomanやfromやJava╆‒や

I then began to ask him questions:

BHS: As klian adat you were responsible for the customary life of the village, all 
rituals and temples included. What about your belief at that time? Was it already 
thin?
A: There was no question of a thin belief. Religion is religion, be it Hinduism or 
Islam. Indeed, how could I commit such a thing?
BHS: Thus, you still believed in the power of the gods in those days?
A: I still believe in them …
BHS: …although you converted to Islam?
A: I still hold them in high esteem. I simply cannot understand how I was able to 
commit such a thing. I believe in them. I never wanted to do harm to another village.
BHS: When did you think of appropriating sacred goods from another village in 
order to sell them?
A: ‘Sacred goods’ (Indonesian: barang sakral) – we call them antique goods (Indone-
sian: barang antik). But as I said, I cannot explain how I was able to commit such a 
badやthing╆やIやneverやplannedやaやtheft╆やIやneverやhadやcontactやwithやanybodyやinやthisやregard╉や
I swear that I thought I could find gold, nothing else. I did not think of anything 
else.
BHS: Usually there is a certain social milieu which favours such deeds.
A: No, not in my case. I alone had these ideas. I was confused. I knew about the 
international art market [which I had mentioned before the actual interview] with 
its extraordinary prices. But I did not know where and to whom such things could 
be sold.

ｳｰ Although this man did not object to being photographed and to the interview being taped, I 
shall – in contrast to Indonesian custom – refrain from calling him by his personal name or naming 
his village.
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BHS: But in order to sell them one needs connections.
A: Yes. But when I had these goods I was confused because I did not know what 
to do with them.
BHS: Did you ever meet somebody to whom you could have sold these goods?
A: Not once, up to the present I have never met any such person.
BHS: When did you break into a temple for the first time?
A: Only after I had given up the office of klian adat. It was in Ceningan (Dausa), 
near the village I come from. My father was a village head (kepala desa) from the 
yearやｱｹｵｵやandやalsoやbendesa adat. He was a rich man. But how could he have become 
soやrich′やIやcannotやunderstandやit╉やIやstillやcannotやunderstandやit╆
BHS: If we do something bad for the first time, usually a certain feeling sets in 
which we never forget.
A: I cannot remember. It was as if the devil had entered me. I did not feel anything. 
I forgot myself, like a drunken man…
BHS: What did you steal in Dausa?
A: A keris.
BHS: Did you sell it?
A: No, it was returned to the village.
BHS: And the keris from Sembiran?
A: I don’t know anything about them. […]
BHS: Therefore, all antique goods have been returned to the places from where 
you took them?
A: Yes, all of them.
BHS: What did you feel when you broke into the temple of Julah and found the 
prasasti?
A: I have already told you, it was as if I was drunk, I forgot myself. Afterwards I 
felt sorry about it.
BHS: Do you still own land in your village?
A: No, all has gone, except the lot where my house is.
BHS: Why has all the land gone? Did you sell it?
A: No, I was a gambler, cockfights. I also had children whom I sent to school 
[spending money on school fees]. All of them could go to school and get a profes-
sional education.
BHS: But formerly you were a peasant?
A: Yes, in my home village and also in Java.
BHS╈やYes╇やbutやinやXYやvillageやtheやsoilやisやgood╇やcoffeeやandやcacaoやcanやeasilyやbeやgrown╆や
Do you own land in Java?
A╈やYes╇やmyやwifeやownsやland╆やItやisやtheやsameやtypeやofやland╉やitやisやfertile╆
BHS: Do you ever consider going back to your home village?
A: It is possible.
BHS: Probably the performance of rituals will be a precondition to settle there 
again?
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A: According to the Hindu religion, somebody who returns to his home village has 
to undergo a ceremony called prescita. This ceremony is also held for those who 
have converted to Islam and then convert back to Hinduism.
BHS: Do you consider yourself a Muslim?
A: Yes, I am still a Muslim.
BHS: Did you convert to Islam because you wanted to marry a Muslim woman?
A: No, although she is a Muslim she never asked me to convert. […]
BHS: You told me that in earlier times you were a gambler. Perhaps that is similar 
to being addicted to alcohol. Did you gamble in your own village?
A: Yes, in my village. I also drank alcohol.
BHS: For how long will you be in prison?
A: For another year. I came here seven months ago.
BHS: That is, you came directly from Bangli.
BHS: When you appropriated the antique goods from Julah, did you first take 
them to your own village?
A: No, I took them to the village of a friend of mine, not too far away from my own 
village.
BHS: Did your friend know about what you did?
A: Yes. He had accompanied me before. I met him in Java.
BHS: Therefore there were two of you who broke into the temple?
A: There were three of us.
BHS: Did the others know about how the valuables were to be sold?
A: No, they did not know anything.
BHS: Have your accomplices already been caught?
A: Yes, one of them [the man was captured during the search in Java].
BHS: Has he ever sold any antiquities?
A: No.
BHS: How did these Javanese come to Bali? I wonder why they were not afraid to 
come to another province.
A: They just came by ordinary bus. But, as I said, I cannot understand how things 
couldやhappenや theやwayや theyやdid╉やhowや Iや couldや associateやmyselfやwithや theseやotherや
men. I never wanted to have antiquities, only gold. I came across these antique 
goods only accidentally.
BHS: But how could you go to Dausa and Julah [both rather poor villages] if you 
did not have something particular in mind? Did you know that antiquities were 
kept there?
A: We just tried.
BHS: And what about in your own village? Did you ever try something there too?
A: No, I did not dare to.
BHS: And when your sentence is over, where will you go, to Java?
A: Perhaps. My wife would like to come here. My children are living here, two 
boysやandやtwoやgirls╇やandやanotherやgirlやinやJava╉やsheやisやfourやyearsやold╆
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BHS: But if you own only a house lot and no fields in your native village, what 
would you live on?
A: All my children are working. My two sons work in a workshop for motorbikes. 
One of my daughters is a seamstress, and the other is a shop assistant.
BHS: Does that mean that your children will support you?
A╈やYes╇やmyやchildrenやhaveやvisitedやmeやandやhaveやbeggedやmeやtoやcomeやbackやtoやthem╉や
they cried. So I will stay here and not return to Java.
BHS: It is a good thing when children are so attached to their father.
A: Yes, I am lucky in this respect. My elder brother and his children have also 
asked me to stay here. I myself have begged them to be allowed to return.
BHS: Do you still have a shrine for your ancestors (sanggah) at home where you 
pray?
A: Yes, of course. I still pay homage to them.
BHS: If you return to your village, will this be possible without any difficulties?
A: When I return I will ask for pardon. I will present offerings to the village, I am 
readyやtoやfaceやsanctions╆やIやhaveやaやlargeやfamilyやthere╉やIやwillやnotやbeやalone╆やIやhaveやsoldや
all the land my father once owned. He was a rich man. Today, all my brothers are 
well off. They will not let me down.

This life history, as far as the interview allows us to sketch it, illuminates two 
aspects that are important for understanding the thief’s motives: he is (or was) 
a gambler who is greedy for wealth, to appropriate it as quickly as possible. 
He had gambled away all his property, mainly land he had inherited from 
his father. At the same time, he asks himself how his father had managed to 
become a rich man. The way he repeatedly mentions his father’s wealth sug-
gests that he assumes his father possessed some (magical) knowledge of how 
to become rich – knowledge he did not pass on to his son.

The other issue is his conversion to Islam. He does not explain the reasons 
forや thisやmajorや change╉やheや evenやdeniesや thatやheやhadやconvertedやafterやheやmetやaや
Muslim woman from Java whom he was going to marry. His conversion – he 
had been a ritual specialist in Hindu-Balinese religion in his own village – can-
not be understood fully since he does not give any explanation in this regard. 
But it is evident that without such a turning-away from the religion in which 
he had been socialized, he would have been unable to carry out break-ins into 
temples. The term this man uses for describing the stolen objects corresponds 
with his conversion. He emphasizes that he had not stolen sacred heirlooms 
〉whichやinやfactやwereやvillageやgods《╉やinsteadやheやinsistsやonやusingやtheやtermやantiqueや
goods. This shows that these ‘antiquities’ index something profane for him: a 
category of commodities which can be sold at a respectable price. But at the 
same time, he denies any connection to dealers or the black market for art. In 
contrast to his accomplices, he apparently had kept silent about these sales 
avenues and their middlemen during the trial. In spite of his insistence on the 
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prasasti being commodities, and his repeated confession of the wrong he had 
commimedや〉theftやofやotherやpeople‒sやproperty《╇やheやclaimsやthatやheやstillやmaintainsやaや
(Hindu) shrine for his ancestors in his home village and worships them there.

Postscript: The fatal end

When I visited Bali again in 2006, I came across a newspaper report (Bali Post, 
26-7-2006) which runs as follows (my translation):

DozensやofやmembersやofやvillageやXや》nameやofやtheやvillageやmentioned『╇やKintamaniやsubま
district, reported to the district police in Bangli. They insisted on meeting the head 
of the police in Bangli [….]. They thanked him for the accomplishment of the po-
lice in apprehending the thief, a native of their own village [here the full name of 
this man and his village of origin are given], of their pratima, shooting him twice 
in his legs. The villagers explained that they were not yet satisfied with the legal 
measures taken so far. The culprit had already stolen the pratima four times from 
theirやtempleやandやheやhadやbeenやconvictedやforやthisやcrimeやonlyやonce╉やthatやis╇やduringや
one and the same trial. When he got out of prison he broke in again: thus in total 
he had broken into their temple four times since 2001. The villagers asked the head 
of the police not to be too lenient with the culprit. The punishment would need to 
correspond with the severity of the crime committed. If the judicial apparatus was 
not able to impose a heavy penalty, the police should hand him over to them. They 
could then have him judged by the people so that the punishment would match 
the severity of his deeds. 
The villagers further asked to be allowed to meet the culprit, who was in hospi-
tal in Bangli [due to his bullet wounds], in person. The head of the police finally 
agreed and allowed the villagers to meet the culprit, but only one at a time under 
police supervision.
The head of the police had complied with this wish of the villagers in order to keep 
them calm and make them trust the legal procedures. He also promised to make 
sure that the thief would be heavily punished. He made it clear that it was impos-
sible for him to hand the culprit over to the people and their own justice since the 
police had to follow the rule of law […].

In September 2010, I called I Wayan Terang from Europe and inquired about 
the whereabouts of the thief. He told me that he had died about two years 
earlier. Shortly after he had been released from prison he once more broke 
into a temple. He was caught by the police and shot dead during the skirmish.
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Ritual elders (kubayan) cleansing the prasasti in the village temple, Julah (photo: by the author)



The stolen prasasti were hidden in a cow barn in an East Javanese village (photo: I Wayan Terang)



The 10 copperplates owned by Julah after their recovery (photo: I Wayan Terang)



The policeman fell in trance when he started to give account of the hunt for the 
stolen prasasti and their recovery to the klian adat (right) in Julah’s village temple

(photo: I Wayan Terang)


